
 

Oga

Santa Lucia - Presurina - Calosio - Oga - Costa del Madrecc - Osteglio - Santa Lucia

8,963 Km 1:00 - 2:00 h 335 m 336 m



From the parking area near the playground at Santa Lucia, proceed south along the via Fumarogo. 
After passing Dosso continue along the forest track to La Ronca. You join path N276 for a short 
distance then rejoin the forest track. Near Presurina take path N277, passing a few clearings and the 
picnic area, until you reach Calosio where you can see some typical mountain huts. From here the 
track winds through dense woods to emerge outside of the hamlet of Oga. Continue towards the centre 
of the village to join up with path N280 and, continuing to the right, head to the Costa del Madrecc and 
subsequently to Osteglio. From here the walk continues along the via Fumarogo until you return to 
your starting point.

The colours of the mountain The path runs through thick forests that alternate with green meadows and wide clearings where 
you can find typical mountain huts, offering lovers of mountain scenery the chance to get in touch with the surrounding nature.

Start:Parco giochi Santa Lucia Arrival:Parco giochi Santa Lucia

Equipment required:

Difficulty description:

Author:

TECHNICAL DATA

Length 8,963 Km Skill

Condition

Effort

Natural pavement 55%

Asphalt pavement 45%

Brick pavement 0%

Equipped paths 0%

Scree pavement 0%

Other types of pavements 0%

Not available data 0%

Duration 1:00 - 2:00 h

height difference uphill 335 m

height difference downhill 336 m

Maximum slope uphill 26%

Maximum slope downhill 12%

Minimum and maximum quota
1474 m

1160 m

Accessibility for bikes 100%

Period Journey Giugno - 
Ottobre



PHOTO GALLERY

This publication is for information purposes only. www.valtellinaoutdoor.it declines all responsibility for any damages 
to persons or things and injuries whatever, which have occurred during the excursions and/or caused by the 
conditions of the trails. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and snow conditions before every 
excursion.


